EIFS STANDARDS & ICC-ES ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
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ASTM

C1193-09  Standard Guide for Use of Joint Sealants


C1397-09  Standard Practice for Application of Class PB Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems


C1535-05  Standard Practice for Application of Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems Class PI


E2359-06  Standard Test Method for Field Pull Testing of an In-Place Exterior Insulation and Finish System Clad Wall Assembly


ASTM – cont’d


E2511-09 Standard Guide for Detailing of EIFS-Clad Wall Assemblies

E2568-09e1 New PB Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems (EIFS)
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ICC ES


AC212 Acceptance Criteria for Water-Resistive Coatings Used as Water-Resistive Barriers Over Exterior Sheathing (July 1, 2004)


AC235 Acceptance Criteria for EIFS Clad Drainage Wall Assemblies (November 1, 2004)